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Dear Mr. Hunger:

SUBJECT: IMPLEMENTATION INSPECTION OF THE INDEPENDENT DESIGN ASSESSMENT,

LIMERICK GENERATING STATION UNIT 2 - REPORT 50-353/88-203

As part of its plan to monitor Philadelphia' Electric Company's (PECO's)
" Program for the Independent Design and Construction Assessment (IDCA) of
Limerick Unit 2," NRC staff conducted a second implementation inspection of the

d independentdesignassessment_(IDA). This inspection took place at the-offices
of the independent contractor, Stone & Webster Engineering Company (SWEC),
Cherry ' Hill, New Jersey, during the week of January 3,1989. The exit meeting
was held on January 6, 1989. An executive summary and detailed report of that
inspection are enclosed.

<IThe inspection team assessed the adequacy of SWEC's closure of design action
items based on the Bechtel response and SWEC's evaluation. Also, this inspec-
tion assessed whether the sampled observation reports properly included all thep-

unresolved issues of the associated action items. Finally, the inspection
team assessed SWEC's responsiveness to previously identified issues included in
previous IDA Inspection Reports 50-353/88-200 and 88-201, as well as, SWEC's ;

evaluation of two design issues identified during the independent construction 4

assessment (ICA)implementationinspection.

Even though the inspection team identified several items during this inspection
and requested additional followup action from SWEC, the inspection team was
generally satisfied with the level of effort of the IDA. The inspection team ;

concluded that, if continued with the same thoroughness and attention to
detail, the IDA could support a conclusion regarding the design adequacy of
Limerick Generating Station Unit 2.

.As examples of the inspection team's findings, two instances are provided
where SWEC had prematurely ' closed a specific action item. In the first

instance, SWEC had closed the action item associated with parallel operation of
the essential service water system pumps when it was identified that the test
data reviewed had been inappropriately characterized as applicable to parallel ;

pump operation in lieu of single pump operation. In the second instance, SWEC :
'

had closed the action item associated with adequacy of the station batteries
without considering the consequences of an undetected high-impedance fault at
the inverter output.
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Mr> George A. Hunger, Jr. Limerick Generating Station'
Philadelphia Electric Company Units-1 & 2

j

1

cc:

Troy B. Conner, Jr. , Esquire Mr. Robert Gramm 1

' Conner and Wetterhahn Senior Resident inspector J
1747 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission )
Washington, D. C.- 20006 P.-0. Box 596 !

Pottstown, Pennsylvania 19464 1

Mr.. Rod Krich S7-1. 'l
Philadelphia' Electric Company Mr Ted Ullrich )
2301 Market Street Uager - Unit 2 Startup .{Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101- erick Generating Station ]

;. O. Box A.

Mr. David Honan N2-1 .Sanatoga, Pennsylvania '19464
Philadelphia Electric; Company
2301 Market Street - Mr. John Doering

' .-Superintendent-0perationsPhiladelphia,' Pennsylvania '19101 '

Limerick Generating Station
Mr.. Graham M. Leitch, Vice President P. O. Box A '

Limerick Generating Station Sanatoga, Pennsylvania 19464--

Post Office Box A ~4

Sanatoga, Pennsylvania 19464- Thomas Gerusky,; Director*

-Bureau of Radiation Protection :
'

'

PA Dept. of Environmental' Resources*"
'Mr. James Linville

_

<P._0. Box 2063
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission .Harrisburg, Pennsylvania ;17120
Region 1:
475 Allendale Road Single Point of-Contact.

- King of Prussia, PA 19406 P. O. Box 11880
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17108-1880

Mr. Thomas Kenny
Senior Resident Inspector Mr. Philip J. Duca
US Nuclear Pegulatory Commission Superintendent-Technical'

P. O. Box 596 _

Limerick Generating Station
Pottstown, Pennsylvania 19464 P. O. Box A~

Mr. Joseph W. Gallagher
Vice President, Nuclear Services
Philadelphia Electric Company

-2301' Market Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101

Mr. John S.-Kemper
Senior Vice President-Nuclear
Philadelphia' Electric Company
2301 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101
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, Mr. Deorge A. Hunger -2-'

1
In addition to a written response to the seven open items identified in this j

inspection report including a description of the review conducted and results,
'

PECO is requested to provide written confirmation that all the previous IDA
inspection report actions as identified in Inspection Reports 50-353/88-200 and ]

_

'

88/201 have been completed. Please provide this response within 30 days of |

receipt of this letter.

The next planned inspection of the IDA is currently scheduled for the week of
April 24, 1989 at the corporate offices ~of Bechtel Power Corporation in
San Francisco, California. The focus of the upcoming inspection will be on
resolution of the design observation reports and assessment of any associated
corrective actions identified in the IDA final report. The inspection date is
predicated on receipt of the IDA final report by April 14, 1989.

As stated previously in the cover letter to Inspection Report 50-353/88-201,we
are' anticipating a separate independent supplemental report regarding those
aspects of the Bechtel hazard evaluation not included in the IDA final report.
We currently are planning to conduct an inspection of,this aspect of SWEC's
review shortly after the supplemental report is issued.

If you have any questions about this or about scheduled inspection plans, please
contact me or Gene Imbro. Mr. Imbro can be reached at (301) 492-0954.

Sinc ly,

'

e i ect
Division of Reactor Proj I/II
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
1. Executive Summary
2. Inspection Report 50-353/88-203

cc w/ enclosures: See next page
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INSPECTION REPORT 50-353/88-203
LIMERICK GENERATING STATION - UNIT 2

The NRC inspection team planned to monitor each of the design and construction
aspects of the Limerick independent design and construction assessment (IDCA)
in three phases: (1) preparation of review plans, (2) implementation of the
review plans and performance of the review, and (3) evaluation of the final
IDCA report, including assessment of the corrective actions. This inspection
was the second implementation inspection of the independent design assessment
(IDA). The inspection was conducted at the offices of the IDCA contractor,
Stone & Webster Engineering Company (SWEC) located at Cherry Hill, New Jersey.

The first NRC IDA implementation inspection, documented in Inspection Report
50-353/88-201, did not focus en SWEC's evaluation of the Bechtel responses to
the action items since the IDA had not progressed to that point. Hence, this
inspection was conducted to ensure that SWEC's closure of certain action items
was properly substantiated by the Bechtel Power Corporation responses. The
inspection team also reviewed the appropriateness of the issues identified in
sampled observation reports, the status of previous IDA inspection report

findings,andreviewedSWEC'sresolutionoftwodesig)n-relatedissuesidenti-fied by the independent construction assessment (ICA inspection team.

The inspection team was generally satisfied with SWEC's level of effort and
closure of the sampled action items. Of the 86 action items reviewed by the
inspection team, only 6 had issues identified where additional review was
required by SWEC. This additional review was necessary because of a difference
of opinion as to where to conclude the technical review of an item or to
include a specific technical item based on the inspection team's experience.
The six design action items (DAI) that require further SWEC review are listed
below and identified by their DAI member.

DAI-047 SWEC was requested to review that latest documents that Bechtel
had obtained from General Electric about the first of December 1988
to verify the adequacy the design basis of the RHR pump / motor
qualification.

DAI-067 SWEC was requested to verify that parallel operation of the essential
service water pumps was substantiated by the test data provided by
Bechtel.

DAI-076 SWEC was requested to verify the validity of the assumption used by
Bechtel in the short circuit calculation that three-phase fault
currents always control the design as opposed to line to ground
faults because SWEC cited an exception for a solidly grounded
substation terminal.
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DAI-119 SWEC was requested to review the potential for a fire hazard
associated with an undetected fault when the 4KV buses were
connected to the emergency diesel generator. An undetected ;

fault would be less than the 18 amps setting of the ground fault
relay.

DAI-261 SWEC was requested to review the consequences on the battery capacity
.

of an undetected high-impedance fault at the discharge side of the
inverter. !

'

DAI-290 SWEC was requested to ensure that FSAR changes would be identified
in the final IDA report. SWEC had committed to review consistency
between the design and FSAR as~ defined in its Procedure 12.0,
" Trending of Observation Reports," Revision 0, dated September 12,
1988. However, when Bechtel issued an FSAR change as a result of
this action item, SWEC did not document the change on an observation
report. SWEC was further requested to describe how its commitment
would be accomplished and to provide assurance that any other types
of changes resulting from the IDA review where observation reports
were omitted would be captured in the IDA final report.

The inspection team reviewed 10 observation reports to ensure that the
unresolved portion of the associated action item was properly reflected. The
team was satisfied with the content of all these reports.

Of the 12 previous inspection report items that were sampled for proper
closure, as documented in Inspection Reports 50-353/88-200 and 88-201, the
inspection team identified 2 items where additional action was required by
SWEC. (1) Addendum Item 1.1.3 from Inspection Report 50-353/88-200 identified
that SWEC had not verified the mechanical systems design input data for a
control valve sizing rev' ewe SWEC completed the required review before the
exit meeting and the inspection team closed this issue. (2) Addendum Item
1.1.8 from the same inspection report requested that SWEC review the actual
test data that demonstrated compatibility with the valve accumulator design for
the automatic depressurization system. If the test data was unavailable, SWEC l

was requested to review the engineering test specification including con-
sideration of the check valve leakage rates. Even though the inspection team
was mostly satisfied with SWEC's actions associated with previous IDA inspec-
tion report issues, confirmation was requested that all previous IDA inspection
report issues had been acted upon and resolved.

SWEC reviend two issues that resulted from the ICA for design adequacy.
These issues concerned the loading configuration of a specific block wall and
the adequacy of a specific support configuration, including a trunnion welded
to piping elbow. The inspection team verified that SWEC had reviewed both of
these items and that the resulting design was acceptable.

In conclusion, the inspection team was generally satisfied with the thoroughness
of the SWEC IDA review. For the open items identified in previous IDA inspec-
tion reports, PECO is requested to confirm completion. For the open items
identified in thic inspectiun report, PECO is requested to confirm completion
as well as provide a detailed description of the review conducted.
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.The next inspection-of the IDA is currently scheduled for the week of April 24,
,11989, at the corporate offices of Bechtel Power Corporation in San Francisco,

California.- The~ focus of that inspection will be on resolution of the. design'

; observation reports and assessment of any associated corrective actions identi-;

fied in the3 final'IDA report. This inspection schedule can only be met if the
; final IDA report is received by April. 14, 1989.t--
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